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Age

Return Theme

11-12

Apprenticing Your Life Course

á

Geocentric
Tropical
Whole sign Houses

Dates
Sep 1974 - Sep 1975

Starting to hear the call amidst raging hormones and peer pressures.
23-24

Answering the Call

Aug 1986 - Aug 1987

Opportunity knocks, but are you prepared to open the door?
35-36

Keeping the Faith

Dec 1997 - Jul 1999

Passing the threshold, but are you prepared to do whatever it takes?
47-48

Into the Belly of the Beast

Nov 2009 - Jul 2011

Show and tell time, or your faults will show and tell.
59-60

Re-dedication to the Call

Oct 2021 - Oct 2022

Releasing the past to follow fiercely the light on the other side.
71-72

The Emerging Elder Calls Forth

Oct 2033 - Oct 2034

You struggle to become a beacon for others...and yourself.
83-84

Completion and New Beginning

Sep 2045 - Sep 2046

You have fullfilled the life course set for you. You create the next one.
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Your Jupiter Report
Most of us stumble through our lives, going through the school of hard knocks,
usually without a clue about what lessons we should or could have learned
after the bumps, scrapes and bruises. There is a different way to go through
life, though. By decoding a snapshot of the sky called an astrological chart,
we've compiled this report to help you to discover and soar, rather than crawl,
through your personal life curriculum or life course. The key is getting a bird
eye's view of your life by using the right agent of consciousness, who we call
the astrological planets. To take flight with your own learning adventure, we
call on Jupiter. Jupiter is the planet associated with opportunity, expansion,
and good luck or fortune. He's also the wise teacher or planetary guru, who
shows us how to grow into the souls we were born to be, learning the key
lessons we're meant to learn. lesson that Jupiter has to teach us.
Every 12 years, as Jupiter travels back to same place in our astrological
charts, we have an opportunity to gain a deeper appreciation and
understanding of those lessons in our lives. If we, however, can get a sense
of those lessons before time, we can get an even better grip on the lessons we
are to learn and accelerate our growth. This report will identify, based on your
own unique snapshot of the heavens at birth:
The life lessons you are here to better understand.
The areas where you can direct your focus to better manage those
challenges.
The key times that Jupiter returns over 84 years of your life.
The ages when you might be pressed more to learn those lessons and
how to respond.
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Jupiter in Pisces

Key Lessons to Learn from the Teacher

Career Helping

In the sign of Pisces, Jupiter swims upstream through heartbreak,
disappointment, ecstasy and redemption to find a heart-home secure in
compassion, hope and faith. What guides this subtle yet remarkable life
course is faith, hence, and why we call this the path of faith. The path of faith
doesn't mean that you are or will become a religious or even a very trusting
person. Perhaps you're exactly the opposite. But what makes this the path of
faith is you're, ultimately, willing to navigate through much of the troubled
waters of life because you suspect there is something there, perhaps at the
end of it, that makes the journey worthwhile. This, however, is perhaps not the
most useful application of faith. True faith isn't so much about endings as
those points can be arbitrary or shifting. Usually, when something ends,
there's also a beginning, like how graduations from schools are called
commencements. The deeper dimension of faith that the Guru has you
coursing here is a faith that you are collaborator in creating your life journey
from the inside out. It is a calling to envision your life in ways that fulfill your
desires rather than defer or deter them. This co-creation would be easy if you
could seal yourself off from the world and only think about the world inside.
You may actually attempt to do this on occasion in ways that jeopardize your
journey. The journey from the inside out is not about escape, but emigrating
from within to shape more of what you see without. As it says in scripture,
"Faith without works is dead." You're called to a rugged and sturdy faith not
built on wishes and dreams, but the hard work of detailing and understanding
what you feel and sense on the inside to share on the outside, believing that it
is essential to what you perceive outside of you. As you move beyond this
perception, your sense of endings and beginnings will disappear. You will be
exactly where you've alway
Jupiter in Pisces in 11th House

Key Arenas of Life where the Teacher Speaks

Community Career

The Jupiter Report

We find Jupiter expressing himself in the arena of your life that deals with
friends, associates, large groups, and support you receive for your aspirations
and dreams. With Jupiter in Pisces in this arena of life, you'd rather have a
few tried and true friends with whom you can feel emotionally close than a
great number of friends with whom you experience little. The challenge here
is that although your tried and true friends provide a well-spring of support and
comfort, they may provide too much ease in your life. This could lead you to
take your friends and business associates for granted and not fully appreciate
the emotional support they give you. It's equally possible that you can feel the
opposite as well: you give a great deal to your peers and friends and you
don't feel it is reciprocal. Regardless of who gets taken for granted in this
situation, you called here to gain a deeper perspective on how you connect
with people. This entails providing more of a conscious care of your friends.
You can do this by not seeing your friends as guaranteed possessions, but as
investments in your emotional and material future. This means learning to
proactively ask about how you're growing and envisioning your life when
you're with close associates and friends. Again, it's wonderful to feel
comfortable with your friends, but another thing to feel as if you can only be
comfortable with them. You might also feel spurred to work with sociallyStan Forrest
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responsible groups to make a difference in your immediate community as well.
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as well.
Jupiter ruling 8th & 11th Houses

Key Topics of Interest for the Teacher

Business Career

Jupiter has two key topics of interest that will crop up frequently in your life:
your ability to manage windfalls or wipeouts in your life and the support you
receive for your aspirations and dreams from friends and associates. You
essentially believe that by planning and consolidating your resources with
others you can assure more windfalls and fewer wipeouts in your life. This
belief would seem to be rock solid except for a few things. First, you must be
as willing for others to consolidate their resources with you as much as you
expect it in return. On the surface, this seems straight-forward, but you may
have trouble trusting that their resources will be comparable to yours. The key
word here is trust, but not just in a one-way direction. Second, you must also
be prepared for those times when despite the best planning and consolidation
efforts with others, emotions, natural disasters and unexpected freaky
occurrences happen. You can reduce loss, but you have to also be
psychologically and emotionally prepared for when things go wrong, without
reason or getting too caught up in blame.

Community Career
Jupiter's Aspects

Areas of Improvement and Ease
In this section of your report, we address the various ways that Jupiter relates
to the other planets in your chart and how those relationships present areas of
improvement or pinpoint areas of natural facility and ease in your life.
Sun Conjunct Jupiter
Jupiter's challenging relationship to your Sun suggests that you may tend to
overestimate what you can accomplish or have an inflated sense of yourself.
It becomes important for you to cultivate a sense of respect for something that
you recognize as greater than yourself, whether it be Divine, a force, or a
sense of purpose, like service to a cause. In many ways, you are naturally a
teacher yourself, so whatever your profession, you will find yourself showing
others how to do what you do. But avoid the impulse of thinking that this
privileges you above others. It privileges you to serve others.
Ideas for Success
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Mercury Conjunct Jupiter
With a challenging relationship to Mercury, Jupiter is often prone to lead you to
think in very expansive or even exaggerated ways. You could make
mountains out of molehills, as they say. You certainly can have a fertile
imagination and have a broad vision for things that you want to accomplish,
but the devil is in the details. Pay attention to that devil, even when you think
you have!

Career Thoughts
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Now that you have a sense of the life lessons, arena of interest and topics of interest of your life coach, Jupiter,
it is vital to know when he may speak the clearest and loudest to you. Jupiter returns to his original position in
your birth chart every 12 years. This is likely to be the time when Jupiter may seek to relay your life lessons in
the ways we've discussed above, either in very quiet ways, through dreams, meditation, or recurring thoughts
or in tangible external events, like a new job, a relocation, or an adventure. However, like everything, these
Jupiter returns will emphasize slightly different approaches to your life lessons at different ages of your life.
You can come to think of these returns at various ages as progressive checkpoints that track how you're
receiving and integrating your learning journey. At each checkpoint, you also initiate a mini-cycle before the
next return that also tracks key time periods for you to develop the promises and avoid the pitfalls of that return.
We will also examine those mini-cycles as well, except for the period between the very first Jupiter return and
the second one. This is because the time between the first Jupiter return and the second has likely passed for
you and the second Jupiter return is the first return when you could respond to your life lessons as an adult.
Although the first Jupiter return may highlight when you had some sense of your life direction and lessons, it's
likely that it wasn't until your second Jupiter return that you had more clarity. Nonetheless, it could be helpful to
look at the first Jupiter return and what likely happened then.

First Jupiter Return

Apprenticing Your Life Course

11-12 years old

Key times:Mar 05, 1975
(Sep 1974 - Sep 1975)

Apprenticing

Jupiter has also been described as a "social" or even "socializing" planet, so
it's not surprising that your first Jupiter return would occur at the start of
puberty. This is a key time when we come to think about integrating our
individuality into a larger group or set of groups. This also presses us to deal
with our life lessons and first hear the call to our learning adventure or life
direction. However, it's often hard for us to hear it at this time amidst the din of
raging hormones, various social activities, peer pressure, the demands of
school and home, and our own insecurities. There could be some quieter
moments when you may have had a sense of the key lessons that we
discussed above. It would likely have manifested as a stronger and possibly
verbally expressed interest in the possible arenas mentioned earlier.
For instance, Oscar award-winning filmmaker Steven Spielberg started making
short films with his 8 mm camera at his first Jupiter return. The Bible also
records that Jesus started teaching rabbis in the Temple when he was twelve,
stating to his parents that he was doing God's work.
If you haven't or didn't receive a sense of a call to your learning adventure at
this time, there's no need to fret. Most people don't. Although Jupiter is a
huge and powerful planet, his primary duty at this time is to gently nudge, prod
and protect. There isn't necessarily an imperative to answer the call at this
age. We usually do not have the confidence or clarity to heed the call, so we
stay immersed in the business of our daily lives until the next return.
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Second Jupiter Return

Answering the Call

23-24 years old

Key times:Feb 17, 1987
(Aug 1986 - Aug 1987)

Answering the Call

This is perhaps among the most important Jupiter returns, because it is the
first one as an adult. At this Jupiter return, you are often presented with an
opportunity to not only address your key lesson, but it most likely will surface
in the arenas we've previously discussed. You might also find yourself
thinking a great deal about those topics of interest we mentioned above as
well.
Although you are in a better position to answer the call than you were 12 years
prior, the same hazards exist and perhaps even more so. You can get so
caught up in the business of living, socializing or even avoiding the call that
you don't answer it. It is important that you find quieter times alone to think
and reflect on the life lessons we've discussed and take note of the ways that
they're cropping into your life. It doesn't matter how you find that quiet time,
either through meditation, therapy, journal writing, poetry, etc, as long as you
create the space. This is also a difficult time as you may feel that you are in
transition, torn between two states of being, projects, homes or even "lives."
This is absolutely normal, though some even close to you may not seem to
think so.
The call to your life adventure seems to split us in two, separating us from how
we thought our life worked and how our life could work. Jupiter literally seems
to lift us from the humdrum of everyday life and present a way to fulfill our life
lesson and chart our course in life. We only have to listen, and there's no one
else to guarantee that happens except for us! Often there is some life event
or opportunity that brings our life lesson (and hence our course in life) into full
relief.
One such event happened to Mahatma Gandhi at this age. After he had
moved to South Africa in 1893, he faced the discrimination against Indians.
While on a business trip, he was thrown off a train after refusing to move from
first class to a third class coach, although he had a first class ticket in his
hand. He also suffered numerous hardships on that same journey and it
became a turning point in his life, awakening him to what would be his calling
to fight social injustice wherever he found it.
Regardless of whether there is an event or not, there is a transformation,
internally or externally, that can take place if one heeds the call. But this
round of transformation from this second Jupiter return is far from complete.
The following checkpoints are mini-cycles that document how you might be
responding to the call and likely thoughts or events to surface.

Waxing Square

Struggling to Fulfill the Call

26 years old

Key times:Jul 16, 1989

This is a time when you are likely to harness the lessons you gleaned from
your Jupiter return 3 years prior. It is not an easy time as you push to fulfill
your aspirations and play out your life lessons in the arena we've highlighted.
It is equally possible that the demands of life may be too overwhelming that
you "refuse" the call. This also may cause tensions and crises to surface in
your life, such as problems on the job or the gnawing desire to get away from
it all. This desire, for instance, may not be literal as much as your very own
soul seeking some space to put into the practice the lessons it came to learn.
The Struggle
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Opposition

Assistance with the Call

30 years old

Key times:Sep 26, 1992

Assistance

Waning Square

You've probably pushed past the difficulties of struggling to fulfill the Call and
now that you've shown your dedication, you may receive some assistance to
demonstrate that you are following the correct course. This could manifest as
a boon you receive or you may, in fact, be able to create physical space, either
as an actual abode or an actual trip, to find repose to contemplate and work on
your life lessons. It's also fairly common for someone, like a mentor, to
emerge to help you navigate your way to fulfilling your life lessons. The
mentor could be directly someone in your arena of endeavor or he or she
could be a good friend who supports you in some way in integrating the
lessons that you "heard" at your last Jupiter return.
Reflections on the Call

33 years old

Key times:Dec 20, 1995

Reflections

Third Jupiter Return

This is the time when you begin preparing for your next Jupiter return, whether
you are aware of it or not. It's at this time you are likely to be rid of those
things that prevent you from focusing on the life lessons you know you want to
learn. (It usually helps us to feel more powerful if we get rid of things,
situations or people, but sometimes life itself has a way of getting rid of those
unhelpful elements as well.) You may have a growing impatience with how
you've lived your life and feel good reclaiming the zeal you feared you had
lost. However, it feels as though you haven't gathered all the resources to
reclaim your commitment to your life lessons or the youthful confidence you
had in them nearly a decade before.

Keeping the Faith

35-36 years old

Key times:Jun 21, 1998, Aug 12, 1998, Jan 29, 1999
(Dec 1997 - Jul 1999)

It's been 12 years since your second and perhaps most important Jupiter
return and this return could also be called "Crossing the Threshold." Like in a
film, this is the point when the hero or heroine crosses the point of no return.
She or he has not only answered the call, but embraced the now known
hazards of the adventure.

Keeping the Faith

Commitment to your life course becomes the dominant theme and issue at this
time. At this point, life wants to know, "Are you serious?"
However, as with any Jupiter return, there is not only the ability to deepen the
learning adventure, but there is also the opportunity to alter its course or
extend its meaning. (The core lessons will remain and the arenas will have an
extended meaning or slight change.) Take the learning adventure and journey
of Ram Dass, once known as Richard Alpert. At his second Jupiter return, he
had sought to understand his own mind and that of others through getting
advanced degrees, practicing and teaching in psychology. From his late 20s
to early 30s, he befriended Dr. Timothy Leary, a colleague of his at Harvard
University and well-known proponent of mind-altering drugs. Alpert also
experimented with these drugs, but still felt empty. He found academia to be a
meaningless game, so he ventured to India. There, to his surprise, he met a
guru (remember, that's another name for Jupiter) who changed his life and he
found the way to understand his own mind and others that he sought.
Among the most notable "universal" hazards of this Jupiter return is cynicism
and the fear of failing in one's now numerous responsibilities (as compared to
the first or second returns.) The cynicism runs directly counter to Jupiter's
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impulse to learn openly as cynicism wholly embraces the idea that "you can't
teach an old dog new tricks." Of course, key to unlocking that crippling
mindset is realizing that you're not old at 35-36. You may be older, but
certainly not old. However, many make the mistake on focusing on the age or
time itself, like "I'm running out of time," rather than on the lessons one has to
learn and the likely arenas where they are to play out. This shift of attention is
very important, although it may sound too subtle and even too simple to be
important. When you focus on the lessons, you open yourself up to the grace
and invisible assistance of Jupiter. Often what we think could take years could
happen in months and what we fear will take days could happen in hours.
When you focus on opportunity, it tends to expand your vistas and can
generate more opportunities. However, when you focus on time, it only seems
to tighten around you. If you're willing to focus on the opportunity that's
usually presented during this time and to step out boldly and fulfill one's
lifelong learning adventure, no matter what it takes, Jupiter will usually meet
you more than half-way. The adventure may take a different shape at this
time, but it will not become anyone else's adventure but your own.
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your own.
As with your second return, there are also mini-cycles that reinforce and
sometimes challenge your commitment to your life direction and course.
Waxing Square

Struggling to Stay Committed

38 years old

Key times:Jun 29, 2001

Stay Committed

Opposition

For many, the precipice of 40 is frightening and it's easy to feel time's grip
around one's neck. This is when it is most important to embrace one's own life
journey and not be too entranced and enticed by other life possibilities that
reveal themselves to not be your life at all upon deeper reflection and
understanding. However, you have to be attentive to creating space for those
reflective moments. Of course, you can reach some of the methods we
discussed for other Jupiter returns, but it's also important to "tackle" one's fear
of time with small bold steps and actions. For instance, if you are the kind of
person who would never go to a concert alone, try it. These small actions
keep you "toned" to keep up with the demands to stay the course before your
next Jupiter return.
Faith Finds Support

41 years old

Key times:Sep 10, 2004

Faith Finds Support

Waning Square

This is likely to be a time when you partner or team up with others to build your
vision more. It may also be a time when it becomes painfully obvious, if
you've continued to take bold steps in keeping the course, that you can't keep
on the course alone. You may even need to hire assistance, if you own and
operate your own business. This suggests not only growth for your venture,
but it will demand personal growth, pushing to the fore some of the areas of
improvement we discussed above. This means directing your reflective
attention on those areas as well as keeping true to your life course, i.e. your
lessons, arenas and topics of focus. Also keep in mind that one of Jupiter's
main faults as a teacher is pride, and you may suffer from the same affliction
at this time. Of course, you should be proud of your accomplishments at this
time and your commitment to staying the course; however, you must be sure
that your pride does not block you from getting the assistance and support you
need. Accepting the help may be the best way to honor your commitment.
Reflections on Keeping the Faith

45 years old

Key times:Dec 05, 2007

As you've now stayed the course and have gotten the help you've needed, you
might feel as if your life hangs in a different kind of balance. You might either
feel satisfied and even lulled into a kind of complacency for your
accomplishments or a dull malaise about your daily life, where you don't even
attempt to think too deeply about what seems to be missing. You sense that
your life lessons are surfacing again, and it's annoying (to say the least) that
there may be even more to encounter. In fact, you might muse quietly to
yourself, "How much deeper down "the rabbit hole" do I have to go? Or even
can go?" The answer is forthcoming.
Reflections on Faith
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Fourth Jupiter Return

Into the Belly of the Beast

47-48 years old

Key times:May 17, 2010, Oct 01, 2010, Jan 03, 2011
(Nov 2009 - Jul 2011)

Belly of the Beast

At this point, considering an 84-year life span, you are deep into the belly of
your own life, more than half way. After crossing the threshold of no-return at
your last Jupiter return, this time frame is about approaching, challenging and
transforming our deepest fears to clearly demonstrate what we've learned
during our life journey so far. The buoyancy and confidence from our last
return is directly challenged at this point as we now have to "make good" on
what we feel has been our life promise. This usually means setting our sights
on what may seem to be an impossible task or fine-tuning how we reenvisioned our life path at the last Jupiter return to an even more heightened
degree. However, if we raise the stakes of our journey at this point, it's only
logical to assume that the obstacles, threshold guardians and challenges will
be greater and more complicated. In some sense, the danger here has never
been greater, and neither have the subsequent rewards. The danger is here
is that attempting to deliver on the promise that you've believed and shared
with others for years could lead to you being savaged by foes or external
circumstances if you don't truly deliver. This is most likely to happen if you've
relied more on hype than history or incremental results. If you've not merited
the rewards and achievements that you have at this point, it is likely that you
will lose them. It's also plausible that you can lose whatever gains you have if
you don't put your best foot forward and claim center stage to go for the
golden laurel. Your best bet at this time is not to play it safe, but play it smart,
sensibly and with bigger stakes than you have before. Again, all your
"buttons" will be pushed, so to speak, but if you've done the reflective review
on the lessons you're here to learn, there is no question that you can feel good
about your ventures at this point, even if they aren't remarkably successful.
One powerful example of this period is the overnight rise of Susan Boyle,
when she first appeared on "Britain's Got Talent" TV show. When Boyle,
dowdy, quirky yet confident, first approached the formidable panel of judges,
including the renowned producer and often brutally critical Simon Cowell, there
were very few who would suspect that she would have the golden voice she
quickly demonstrated. Most of Britain was struck with awe and wakefulness
by her rendition of "I Dreamed A Dream." Her popularity defied everyone's
wildest expectations, including her own, as videos of her on that show and
others, along with other interviews have been viewed over 100 million times on
the internet. She ultimately did not win the series, however, she did succeed
in reminding people around the world not to judge a voice by the body that
holds it, or a dream by its dreamer. Boyle had attempted to launch her career
previous times, but her daring at her fourth Jupiter return is what brought her
the most success and fame.
Again, success (or "failure") can happen at any time in our lives, but it seems
that this Jupiter return may present greater opportunities for fulfillment, if we
are willing to amass enough energy, courage and discipline to push forward.
As with the other Jupiter returns, let's look at the mini-cycles that help us distill
and refine the lessons we reviewed at our fourth Jupiter return.
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Waxing Square

Resisting Being Swallowed

50 years old

Key times:Jun 12, 2013

Resisting

Opposition

As time passes, you again must be vigilant not to become caught up in your
day to day life and lulled into a complacency or the often false belief that all is
safe after overcoming the initial obstacles you encountered in the belly of the
beast. What often happens at this point is a transformation on the part of your
obstacles and even your supporters that requires your own personal
transformation. You must grow a "self" as big, if not bigger, than your
problems. You might experience drastic role reversals at this point, as well.
For example, if you were playing the role of the teacher at your Jupiter return,
you may find yourself having to push forward at this point as the student. Or
in Susan Boyle's case, after her Jupiter return and success, she had to
undergo the transformation from being a celebrated contestant to almost being
just another fledgling recording artist with no proven sales record. Of course,
her fame has given her more advantages than most untested recording artists,
but from a record producer's point of view, she would be viewed almost as
risky.
Embracing Freedom

53 years old

Key times:Aug 25, 2016

Embrace Freedom

Waning Square

As directly mentioned above, there may be friends and foes who undergo a
transformation following your fourth Jupiter return. Sometimes this is gradual
and other times it can happen very fast, but it can be a confusing time as it
may be difficult to know who is who. This is especially true for friends who
were key supporters at your last return. One central thing NOT to do is take
these transformations too personally. You are now learning to embrace your
own journey to freedom from the belly of the beast, so you must be willing to
allow others to have the freedom either to join you or release you. You may
find that your friends are faced with the challenge of wanting or desiring to
fulfill their own life lessons and may feel not as motivated to help you with
yours. This could be from envy or just fatigue. It is also important to note that
if you have relied more on hype than actual substance, these supporters may
also feel disappointed and let down. However, even the last scenario, is not
an occasion to take the transformation of your supporters as all your fault.
You must stay your course, realizing that you are following your own call for
greatness (Jupiter) and your friends must follow their own. The best you can
do is to either offer encouragement or to release them from your support circle
as to allow them to spiral out on their own. This is important as some friends
and even some foes may spiral back to you, if you are willing to release them
from feeling obligated to you. It also frees you to provide support for their life
course as well.
Light at the End of the Tunnel

57 years old

Key times:Nov 18, 2019

Sensing the Light

The Jupiter Report

Having spent nearly nine years wading through "the belly of the beast" of your
own life, you may come to understand the stakes to raise now are for
someone or something more than just yourself. A light dawns in your own
consciousness that could be, in fact, a set of embedded principles, a primary
goal or even something as mysterious as a Presence that seems to have been
guiding you on this journey all along. There is actually something far more
alchemical that's happening, however. Over the last decade, the parts of you
that have been swallowed, so to speak, have been transformed into
experience, wisdom and a growing faith in life's ability to provide for you,
despite external signals to the contrary. However, as you emerge on the other
side of the second half of your life, you may now feel more curious and
resolved to know or even see what this light is in the day to day world. You
can feel a sense of renewal amidst what may be among some of your darkest
hours of the last decade.
Stan Forrest
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Fifth Jupiter Return

Re-dedication to the Call

59-60 years old

Key times:Apr 26, 2022
(Oct 2021 - Oct 2022)

Dedication

The Jupiter Report

This Jupiter return is a re-dedication period for your learning journey and
mission. There is a certain kind of focus and perhaps even a ruthlessness
toward fulfilling one's lessons in the arenas already discussed. This ferocity,
actually, is necessary as "the beast" of one's life, manifesting as the various
obstacles, the overall daily grind, and foes are not so willing to allow you to be
free of them. Likewise, those elements or persons who you may have been
unwilling to release six years ago will intensify their desire to be free of you. In
some sense, the perils of the previous cycles may both seem tamer and
fiercer simultaneously. This is likely because you have more of yourself to
draw from to face those perils, yet the resistance, usually set up from how you
dealt with shifting elements six years ago, is just as great. In some sense, you
are being chased by your past here as you press forward toward the light of
your future. The tendency is to become mired in blame, resentment or even
flagging courage from having not properly dealt with the past. So key to this
re-dedication period is both forgiving yourself, especially, and forgiving those
who have hurt you in some way. It is not easy to bury the hatchet, especially
as you may feel you need it now more than ever. But that is an illusion at this
point. Ultimately, the hatchet would have been better used in the last Jupiter
return and up to this point. Now is the time for drawing on those principles or
that Presence (the light) that you perceived in the last mini-cycle before this
return and staying fiercely focused on that. The more you attempt to directly
fight off those elements that you didn't or wouldn't release previously, the more
you'll be drawn back toward the belly of the Beast, to which truly you cannot
return. Adamant persistence will gain greater rewards here than fierce
resistance.
A prime example for this return was former First Lady/ US Senator Hillary
Rodham Clinton's ascendancy to the Presidency in 2007-8. It was Senator
Clinton's fifth Jupiter return and she appeared to have transformed much of
the dark elements and events that benighted her life into seeing the light at the
end of the tunnel as becoming the President of the United States. However, it
was very difficult for Senator Clinton to escape her past and the past of her
own greatest ally, former President Bill Clinton, her own husband. The more
she focused on elements of her own past and refused to bury the hatchet with
the past and newer foes, including fellow candidate Barack Obama--who was
having his fourth Jupiter return at the time--the more she lost sight of the light.
Eventually, she lost her bid for the presidency. Her rededication return was
not in vain, however. When she did commit to burying the hatchet, she was,
again, able to befriend now President-elect Barack Obama and he installed
her as US Secretary of State, one of the most powerful cabinet position.
Secretary Clinton had, indeed, become "Living History," as her autobiography
title states, by becoming the first woman in US history to been First Lady,
Senator, US Presidential Candidate and US Secretary of State.
The time following the fifth Jupiter return is also an important transformation
period, though different from the others in one key way: the life course
transforms from its focus on individual lessons to gathering those lessons to
share with others. There is always more for an individual to learn, but the
lessons and arenas for sharing tend to broaden or may come through the
manifestations of others. It is, at this point, that people generally make the
transformation from the student of their lessons to the mentor for other
people's lessons. The first mini-cycle highlights this transformation.
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Waxing Square

Resurrection

62 years old

Key times:May 27, 2025

Resurrection

Opposition

Some of the pressure of the last two decades lifts a bit and for the first time in
a long time you feel as if you can breathe. This doesn't mean that you can
completely slack off, however. There is much to do, but the work is changing.
Now, others will start to look to you for clearer leadership on how to expand
and develop the lessons you came to learn. At this point, it is likely that you've
made some strides with the lessons and in the arenas that we discussed
earlier. You must now work to ensure your own legacy, as it were. This is the
period where you actively cultivate those seeds (ideas, situations or principles)
that you endeavored to build at your second Jupiter return and water them
with your hard-earned wisdom, distilled from the ordeals you've endured to
arrive where you are.
Convincing Doubters

65 years old

Key times:Dec 25, 2027, Jan 29, 2028, Aug 08, 2028

Convincing

Waning Square

You may find this a particular difficult period as this period calls for you to
establish your worth. To you, this should be a given, even a guarantee as it's
likely your credentials have been long established. However, the people who
could most likely benefit from your experience may need more convincing.
Here, again, is a time where you have to resist Jupiter's impulse to show more
bluster and haughtiness. Instead, use your years of experience to scale away
thinking that YOU KNOW proves counterproductive and focus on what you
think will work. This means being open to ideas, but recognizing the utility of
history and principles. It's likely that the new ideas may come from younger
people, even those having their own Jupiter returns. However, generally, the
ideas are too robust and idealistic than what can be practically applied. This is
where you are most called to service.
Donning the Mantle of Elder

68-69 years old

Key times:Mar 09, 2031, May 21, 2031, Oct 30, 2031

Donning the Mantle

Sixth Jupiter Return

Unlike other mini-cycles just before the next Jupiter return, this is a time where
you may gain more honors or attention than feel as if you are losing anything.
However, this period may not be as "easy" it appears. One may have an
internal resistance to donning the mantle of an elder as perhaps you fear an
isolation that may follow from such veneration. There is a gnawing feeling that
you will miss the "fight" of understanding one's individual lessons and will have
to be more attentive to the preservation of your life lessons in society rather
than just for oneself. This moment could feel like getting the company watch
after many years of loyal service and dedication and the feeling as if time is
slipping by as fast as the hands on that watch. However, upon reflection, you
can see that this is the same "time trap" as all the other times. The more you
stay focused on time, no matter at what age you perceive it, the more it seems
to tighten its grip. You slowly come to realize that now is the time to focus on
crystallizing your life lessons into others, with more sure-footed wisdom and
experience.

The Emerging Elder Calls Forth

71-72 years old

Key times:Apr 08, 2034
(Oct 2033 - Oct 2034)

It is no easy task to emerge as an Elder. On a transpersonal note, an elder is
charged with no less than preserving how a culture or society survives. On a
more personal note, an elder is someone who expressly works to weave his or
her own life lessons into the fabric of society and who has the perceived
authority to do so. The weaving part, on some level, is what you've been
doing all along at various stages and ages. The authority part is what you've
TheEmerging
JupiterElder
Report
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been striving to attain for the last two Jupiter returns. The challenging part
here is that the authority does often depend on how well you have woven your
life lessons into your own life. If there are too many open loops in your
tapestry of life or too many tight knots, you will most certainly have a problem
here. If you have too many open loops, you may be seen as incompetent or
less than circumspect. If you have too many tight knots, you are seen as
perhaps too rigid or too old. The emphasis here is on staying balanced and
attentive to the true essence of your calling as you heard it nearly 50 years
ago.
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ears ago.
You are likely to be less patient with those aren't convinced of your vision or
perhaps your way of seeing life. This could stem from a couple of different
things. It could be, again, falling for the "time trap," as we've considered
before. Or it could stem from failing to recognize that Jupiter has not been
moving in a circle in your life, but as an outwardly moving spiral. This spiral
will peak sometime in your late 70s and then direct you toward a newer
journey, spiraling more within. In the meantime, its spiraling out is part of an
arc of spiritual/cultural/social transformation. Your life course is just one part
of a larger arc of transformation. Your life is part of a concentric spiral of life
that intersects at various times with other smaller spirals. However, those
spirals may be going at different rates and different directions than yours. This
means that you must, again, allow others to follow their life course while
maintaining the course of your own. Your impatience reflects you losing sight
of how you're part of an even larger picture.
On the other hand, you are probably more attuned and connected to
structures that can guide society than you've ever been before. For instance,
one of the biggest voting blocs in the US and in many Western countries are
people in your age bracket. Likewise, people at your age are more likely to
serve on the governing boards of many philanthropic and service
organizations. To be sure, the clearest part of your challenge is mentoring
and being an elder with wisdom and patience for the process of growing a
better society, based on your 72 years of experience.
A vibrant example of someone who embraced the role of Elder during a
Jupiter return is former US President Ronald Reagan. President Reagan won
the presidency just at the cusp of his Jupiter return and became the oldest
President in US history. However, while in office during his first term, even
those who disliked this controversial President, begrudgingly admired how his
folksy wit and grandfatherly charm seemed to instill pride in the American
people and disarm potential dissenters. He is still seen by many as one of the
more popular presidents to date and credit him with helping America emerge
as the dominant superpower at the end of the arms race.
Again, especially with the example of President Reagan, how you've played
out your life lessons in your personal life and seek to distill those in society
may be controversial. However, it's vital, at this stage, to maintain the integrity
of your own unique development to this point and not seek to browbeat your
power as an elder over others. The more you do this, the more others will
question your relevance and you will draw to you the isolation that you fear.
Sometimes your power is simply in how you "work" your face than feeling you
have to muscle others. At 57, the light at the end of the tunnel, ultimately, was
the you that exists now. You have earned the power to be where you are.
See yourself as an example for others to follow and they will, just as you did.
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Waxing Square

Cementing Your Legacy

74 years old

Key times:May 09, 2037

Depending on your physical strength at this time, you will be called on to be an
advocate for the values you've cultivated over your lifetime. You may also feel
a strong urge to correct the vagaries of younger people who seem to be
straying from those values. This is when you realize that your ebbing physical
energy means you must transmit your life lessons with greater efficacy to
others who can advocate for you and your values with more energy and zeal.
Likewise, you may find others seeking to document, catalog or use your
likeness (as in photographs, statues, your signature, etc.) to preserve and
advance the values you hold dear.
Cementing Hope

Opposition

Wrestling with Hope

77 years old

Key times:Nov 19, 2039, Mar 16, 2040, Jul 18, 2040

Wrestling Hope

Waning Square

You may crave more intimate contact with both younger and older people. At
times, this can be a rather disappointing venture as you don't get to see
enough of either for different reasons: the young may not sit with you long or
often enough for your satisfaction and there may not enough older friends and
allies to sit with. This is one of the times when you may feel you, finally, will
fall for the "time trap." However, the way out is again to realize that this is the
point when Jupiter's spiral moves again toward the personal. You are nearing
the stage where you must continue to have hope that your legacy will live on,
but you are also preparing to accept a whole new set of life lessons and
embrace a newer journey. This does not mean death. It is possible that you
may leave this earth before that happens, but you might also live for decades
more and realize that all the pressure to make the young and old "stay" is
futile. You, yourself, are changing.
Unearthing New Fears

80-81 years old

Key times:Feb 10, 2043, Jul 03, 2043, Oct 06, 2043

Unearthing Fears

Seventh Jupiter Return

As your body has made permanent transformations, your mind may find itself
believing more the external realities than your expanding internal vistas.
When this happens, invariably, there is more fear in one's life than love,
happiness or peace. In fact, because of the body's transformations, you may
come to believe that all aspects of your life are irreversible. This is patently
false. You are about to complete a cycle that you started at birth: the Jupiter
cycle that charts your life course. You actually can begin anew. However, if
you come to believe more in the deterioration of what's around you more than
the fresher ideas and insights that are welling up within you, you're not likely to
see or even appreciate your next Jupiter return. The key is cultivating your
spiritual and emotional life as your body may not benefit from as much
attention. You may come to unearth new fears, just as you might find weeds
in an untended lot. However, with consistent and diligent work, there is a
fertile garden of the soul that is ready to yield a new crop.

Completion and New Beginning

83-84 years old

Key times:Mar 22, 2046
(Sep 2045 - Sep 2046)

New Beginning

The Jupiter Report

You may notice that one of the key times for your seventh Jupiter return is
very close to your birthday. This is not an accident. You are, at this time, born
again. The number seven in many cultures is a number of completion of a
manifested intention. In the book of Genesis in the Bible, we learn that God
completed his intention of creating the world in 7 days. From Christianity, we
learn of the 7 deadly sins and 7 virtues, the 7 sacraments, etc. Likewise,
classical astrology primarily used seven planets. So the Seventh Jupiter
return is your manumission papers from your first set of life lessons. You are
Stan Forrest
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at a whole new beginning. It is at this point that you no longer truly need to
monitor or reflect on newer spirals of Jupiter's return. You are free to create
newer and deeper spirals of Being. You have fulfilled charting the course for
one life. The next is yours to create.
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o create.
No need to wish you luck, as the planet of luck, Jupiter, has given you all that
you need.

Conclusion
Most people may take half a lifetime or more to figure out their life path and
where to focus their attention while on it. We hope this report has served you
as a great primer for learning how and when to soar through your life course,
much as you would any college course or course for an achievement test. All
you need do now is spread your wings and get to flapping. No need to wish
you luck, as the planet of luck, Jupiter, has given you all that you need.
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